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Back in the 1950s, when British Railways was beginning 
work on the “Modernisation & Re-Equipment 
Programme” – effectively the changeover from steam 
to diesel and electric traction – the focus in the diesel 
world was mainly between high and medium speed 
engines.    
On top of which, there was a practical argument to 
support hydraulic versus electric transmission 
technology – for main line use, mechanical 
transmission was never a serious contender. 
The first main line diesels had appeared in the very last 
days before nationalisation, and the choice of prime 
mover was shaped to a great extent by the experience 
of private industry, and English Electric in particular.  
The railway workshops had little or no experience in 
the field, and the better known steam locomotive 
builders had had some less than successful attempts to 
offer examples of the new diesel locomotives.  That 
said, some of the smaller companies, who had worked 
with the railways pre-WW2 to supply small shunting 

types, for limited use in goods yards, and for other 
shunting duties, had delivered some very useful engine 
designs. 
On top of this, the possibility of using other fuel 
sources, such as kerosene appeared as experimental 
gas turbine powered main line types, intended for 
express passenger use.  At the same time, the 
conversion of some steam types to oil burning had 
been a bit of a failure, and was not continued.  
 
 
 

Pilot Scheme & Modernisation 
In the first flush of enthusiasm for the new technology, 
British Railways announced three types of diesel 
locomotive to be trialled for main line use; diesel 
shunters had already been in use for a number of years.   
The shunting types were a mix of electric and 
mechanical transmission, paired with 4-stroke diesel 
engines, and not surprisingly the first main line designs 
included electric transmission and 4-stroke, medium 
speed engines.   
With the modernisation programme proposal, 
announced in 1955, the first major expansion of diesel 
traction began to take shape, and this was what the 
Government’s White Paper of October 1956 stated: 
 

Orders have been placed for 174 main line diesel 
locomotives at a cost of £11·4 million. Delivery will 
commence towards the end of 1957 
These have been allocated to Regions as follows:-  

London Midland � 65 
Eastern �   80 
Western �  14 
Southern    15 

Although the first cost of diesel locomotives is 
three to four times that of steam locomotives of 
comparable power, depreciation is a small item in 
the total cost of providing locomotive haulage.  
Diesel locomotives can cover large mileages 
without the frequent and lengthy absences from 
service required by steam locomotives for fuelling 
service and maintenance, and much lower 
operating costs are possible when full advantage is 
taken of their capacities.  

1200hp 2-stroke pilot scheme diesel-hauled Up Midland Main 
Line express near Millbrook.   

Photo: By Ben Brooksbank, CC BY-SA 2.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=15186913 

The prototype main-line 2-stroke powered loco for 
express passenger service on BR was never repeated.   

Photo: Thomas's Pics CC BY 2.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=50662416 
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The first fleet of main line diesel locomotives is to 
be put into intensive operation, under careful 
observation, and is intended to be the subject of a 
thorough and selective trial.  

 

These 174 diesel designs from both BR workshops and 
principal manufacturers were to be tested, and 
following the trials, the most suitable locomotives 
would be ordered and built.  This was a similar 
approach to that taken only a few years earlier, when 
standardisation on a national scale took root with the 
designs for BR Standard steam types.  However, unlike 
the steam designs, BR workshops had little or no 
experience with diesel power – be it shunting or main 
line.  The choice of engine and in particular, 
transmission, would become a major issue for BR, and 
although medium speed 4-stroke engines would 
become the norm, two of the manufacturers offered a 
2-stroke design. 
One of these 2-strokes was to become legendary, 
whilst the other was perhaps at the other extreme.  I 
mean of course, the Napier “Deltic” engines for the 
English Electric Type 5 Co-Co, and the other was the 
1200hp Crossley engines fitted to the Metropolitan-
Vickers Co-Bo locomotives. 

English Electric developed what became Britain’s first 
3,000hp main line diesel electric passenger loco from 
an innovative private venture.  The Preston company 
had a history of innovation in the transport sector, and 
in many other areas of engineering technology, 

including computing.  In 1955, they built a prototype 
locomotive, fitted with a pair of 1650hp diesel engines, 
in a very unusual formation, as sets of opposed pistons, 

The diagram on the left is a cross section of the Crossley engines fitted to the Metro-Vick Co-Bo, locos, whilst that on the left shows the 
distinctive ‘Deltic’ engines.  One a failure, the other a success, but both were the only 2-stroke engines on British Railways for a number 

of years. 

The prototype ‘Deltic’ nearing completion at the Preston 
Works of English Electric.   

Photo: Author’s Collection 
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around three sides of a triangle, in the shape of the 
inverted Greek letter ‘Delta’. 
Officially numbered DP1, and in the works, this was 
project “Enterprise”, which was to have been the 
name that the loco would have carried.  But in 1954, as 
the loco was being built, over in Leeds, Hudswell 
Clarke announced a range of small diesel-mechanical 
locomotives using the same name. A wartime 
development, from Napiers, of LIverpool, the 2-stroke 
'Deltic' engines were designed for marine applications 
in fast torpedo boats, sponsored by the Admiralty.  
Napiers subsequently developed this engine for rail 
traction use, and the company was taken over by 
English Electric in 1942, and the “Deltic” took to the 
rails on the London Midland/West Coast main line of 
British Railways. 
 
 
It was a great success, both in operation and on tests, 
and its high-speed (1500rpm) engines were put to 
work on the routes prestigious services.  However, 
when it came to production use, the then CME of the 
London Midland decided that high-speed diesels were  
not suitable for main line express use, and what 
became the 22 production locomotives ended up 
running express services on the East Coast instead.  A 
good and bad choice perhaps – good, because the 
West Coast was to become high-speed electric - bad, 
because the East Coast was in some ways less arduous 
work for these locomotives.  In their favour too, was 
the success of high-speed diesels paved the way for the 
later HST (High Speed Trains), albeit with 4-stroke 
diesel engines. 

The DeItics, or rather the 22 locomotives 
originally designated English Electric Type 5 
Co-Co diesel-electric, over a working life of 
more than twenty years became favourites 
with all rail enthusiasts as they carried out the 
express passenger duties on the East Coast 

Main Line.  Aside from their innovative engine design, 
and impressive power output, they turned in some 
quite remarkable performances with heavy trainloads 
over long distances.  One of the most impressive was 
that of D9008 (55 008) “The Green Howards”, which, 
in 1978 hauled 10 coaches (343 gross tons) between 
York and London at an average speed of 97 mph – 
start to stop!  (This is on record by a J. Heaton of the 
Railway Performance Society).   
 
 
National Traction Plan & Beyond 
Between 1964 and 1967 things came to a head with 
the engine and transmission design battles – out went 
any main line locomotive with hydraulic transmission, 
with electric transmission the favoured option.  The 
1967/68 National Traction Plan sought to rationalise 
the great variety of diesel types in use, but for main 
line use, some surprising developments saw another 
new design introduced.   With the 4-stroke versus 2-
stroke argument, things took a slightly different turn, 
and whilst 4-stroke engines won the day, a new 
variation of the argument evolved into medium speed 
compared with high-speed.  From the 1950s onwards, 
medium speed whether for 800hp trip freight designs, 

The second of the production series of English Electric’s ‘Deltic’ 
locomotives at the Vulcan Foundry Works.   

 Photo: Author’s Collection 

A cutaway view of the ‘Deltic’ engines fitted to the production 
locomotives on British Railways from 1961. 

Photo: Chris Cohen, CC BY-SA 2.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=10377009 
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or 2,000hp express passenger designs, was the most 
popular. 
The discarded Western Region hydraulic transmission 
locos were fitted with high-speed engines, and in later 
years, this became the preferred choice for the HST 
(High Speed Train) sets.  But these remained 4-stroke 
engines, in principle and the proven choice 
operationally, with only the Deltics as the sole 
representative of the 2-stroke cycle. 
Next on the scene – despite British Rail being a 
nationally owned railway – a private freight operator 
introduced another example of 2-stroke design.  These 
were the Foster Yeoman power units, for operation 
on specific train services, carrying bulk minerals from 
quarries in the West of England, 
to various distribution depots in 
southern England.  Foster 
Yeoman were not impressed by 
British Rail’s Class 56 and 58 
locomotives’ performance on 
these stone trains, and suggested 
they be permitted to buy and 
operate their own motive power.   
Haulage of 4,300 tonne stone 
trains were found to need two 
Class 56 or Class 58 engines, 
whilst it was found that the 
General Motors EMD SD40-2, 
with sophisticated creep control 
would do the job. Following 
agreement with BR, and a 
tendering process, they placed an 
order with GM/EMD in late 1984, 
and the locomotives were built 
and shipped to the UK in 1984.   

 
The Class 59 as it became, used an EMD 645 Series 
engine, in a 16-cylinder design as model, this had a very 
long design history, dating back to 1965.  The first 
Foster Yeoman diesels were fitted with GM/EMD type 
JT26CW-SS models, designated 16-645E3C, and 
delivering 3,300hp in a 124 ton locomotive.  The use of 
2-stroke engines was very common in the USA, but 
this was only the third design for main line operation in 
the UK, in a conventional ‘vee’ form engine layout.  
The first of course were the 1200hp ‘Metro-Vick’ Co-
Bo units, with Crossley engines.   
Variants of the GM/EMD engine design were also in 
operation in Ireland, in some of the earliest CIE diesel 
locos from the 1950s, up to and including the higher 
powered designs, such as the Class 071 Co-Co, 
2,475hp units built from 1976, which carried the 
GM12-645 E3 engine. 
 The original Class 59/0, including variations ordered 
by another aggregate haulier (Amey Roadstone), as 
class 59/1 in 1990, and the privatized energy company 
National Power (formerly CEGB), ordered from GM 
for coal and limestone traffic.  By 1996, no fewer than 
four Class 59/0, four Class 59/1 and six Class 59/2 of 
these US and Canadian built 2-stroke diesels were at 
work on Britain’s rail network.  By the time the 
National Power locos arrived, the railway industry was 
also being privatised, and the fragments of the old BR 
sectors, such as Transrail; Mainline; Loadhaul; and later 

A typical 4-stroke diesel engine of the early BR era were the Sulzer designs, 
mostly as 8 or 12 cylinder in-line engines, and they became the mainstay 

of main line operations. 
Photo: Author’s Collection 

First of a new breed of motive power for freight work were the GM built Class 59 locos, 
seen here in their original Foster Yeoman livery, at the company’s shed. 

Photo: Mat Tuck, CC BY-SA 2.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=48270086 
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Railfreight Distribution and Rail Express Systems were 
being sold off.   

Britain’s railway freight operations – well 
more than 90% of it – had been sold to 
Wisconsin Transportation Systems, and 
the operation was rebadged as EWS 
(English, Welsh & Scottish) railway.  The 
new business inherited more than 1,500 
locomotives – mainly 4-stroke, medium 
speed engine designs, including not just 
the newer Class 56 and 58, but many of 
the old Brush built Class 47, dating from 
the 1960s, and fitted with 16-cylinder 
Sulzer engines. 
Many of the EWS locomotives were in 
need of more frequent maintenance, and 
could not match the reliability, availability 
and performance of the privately owned 
Class 59 designs from GM/EMD.  
Unsurprisingly the new operators of rail 
freight services in the UK went looking 
for a more reliable motive power, and 
based on a review of the Foster Yeoman 
model, they decided that a new 2-stroke design from 
GM/EMD would meet their criteria.  
In May 1996, EWS placed an order for 250 
locomotives from EMD, fitted with their 12-cylinder 
12N-710G3B-EC ‘vee’ form engine, in the JT42CWR 
model locomotive, which came to be known in the UK 
as Class 66.  The body design was the same style as 
the Class 59, and met the loading gauge requirements 
in the UK.   Traction motors and transmission setup 
was different, and allowed the locomotives to run at 

higher speeds, and they were fitted with an EMD bogie 
design to reduce track wear and increase adhesion on 

curves.  
It is interesting to speculate whether these 
locomotives would have been ordered and 
built if British Rail had not been privatised, 
or if the remnants of the UK’s rail industry 
would have been able to complete a new 
design for these services.  So, by the time 
EWS was identified as a single brand in 1996, 
the freight train operator really had no 
option but to go abroad to buy the 
locomotives it needed. 
It is true that these freight locomotives have 
been a success, with a good power to 
weight ratio for the services they are used 
on, together with effective low speed and 
creep control – important for starting and 
controlling heavy freight loads.  The changes 

in the privatised train operations after the class were 
introduced resulted in Deutsche Bahn, in the shape of 
DB Schenker Rail taking over from 2007, and 
rebranded as DB Cargo in 2016 
Class 67 – the mix of European and US designs is 
more obvious in this locomotive than the previous two 
examples, as they were a truly international design, 
with bogies, bodies and running gear by Alstom, and 
engine and control systems from EMD.  These new 

Class 66 no. 66106 at Doncaster on 3rd November 2007.                    Photo: 
Damon Powell, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=18080715 

This view shows the engine compartment, complete with a 12-cylinder 
derivative of EMD’s 710 series inside Class 66 loco number 66657. 

 
Photo:    Zath Ras [CC BY-SA 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-

sa/4.0)] 
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locos were planned as replacements for the ageing – if 
not pensionable – Brush Type 4 (Class 47) diesels, and 
for use hauling for use hauling high-speed mail and 
passenger trains.  Initially, EWS had leased them from 
Angel Trains, on a 15-year contract, and at the end of 
the contract, ownership passed to DB Cargo UK. 
The power units were once again from the EMD 710 
range, and like the Class 66, it was a 2-stroke, 12-
cylinder model; the same 12N-710G3B-EC ‘vee’ form 
engine, as had been proven in service, when the Class 
67, Bo-Bo locomotives began to arrive from EMD’s 
Canadian works from 1999.  The major difference – 
aside from the obvious bodywork changes and overall 
appearance – was the use of frame mounted traction 
motors, to reduce the loco’s unsprung mass.   
 
The latest 2-strokes to enter service on Britain’s rail 
network are the Class 70 locomotives.  These were 
the last 2-stroke powered locos to be ordered for use 
in the UK, with the first 20 ordered from General 
Electric (GE) in 2007, and began arriving from the USA 
in 2009.   
 
The engines were based on Jenbacher designs, 
following the Austrian company’s acquisition by GE in 

2003.  A more or less conventional ‘vee’ form engine 
was carried in a ‘hood’ section, similar to that adopted 
in British Rail’s Class 58, and with a driving cab at 
either end. 
The GE Powerhaul P616 range of diesel engines were 
also planned for use across Europe, and designated 
model PH37ACi for the wider UIC loading gauge, but 
in the UK, with its more restricted gauge, the engines 
were designated type PH37ACmi.  The UK variants 
were built in Erie, Pennsylvania, but GE had 
secured a partnership with a Turkish company, 
Tülomsas, who have built the European versions 
of the GE Powerhaul design.  These began to appear 
after 2011/12, and feature a full width body. 
The first 20 of the Class 70 Powerhaul units were put 
to use on Freightliner services, and were owned by 
Lloyds TSB Leasing, a British rolling stock leasing 
company.  Lloyds had also ordered another 10 of these 
at the same time, which were subsequently operated 
by Colas Rail. 
One of the ironies perhaps about these latest 
generation of 2-stroke diesels is that in rail traction use, 
it is claimed that they are more fuel efficient than their 
4-stroke counterparts.  Whilst some may argue that 
point, the technology of the power unit and its control 

systems – for both engine 
and transmission – has 
moved on significantly 
since the early BR 
modernisation days, it is 
patently true to say the 
haulage power to weight is 
much greater.  In freight 
use in the UK the Class 70 
did not appear to meet its 
performance expectations 
initially – indeed by 
2016/17, a number of the 
Freightliner locos were 
stored out of use, 
although Colas Rail units 
are still operating.  Maybe 
the downturn in coal and 
steel traffic has had some 

effect on the availability of 
suitable services for the 
class. 

 
 
 

Class 70 in Freightliner colours, seen here at Ipswich in July 2012. 
Photo: Roger Carvell, CC BY 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=54877143 
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Emissions & Performance 
In a post published in the MIT (Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology) review back in 2010, 
the emissions challenge posed by a 2-stroke 
diesel design included this observation: 
 

 “But two-stroke engines tend 
to spew out more unburned 
fuel in the exhaust, which is 
why the four-stroke design 
became more common.”  
[ Source: 
https://www.technologyreview.co
m/s/420818/the-two-stroke-
engine-reconsidered/ ] 

 
Some have said that 2-stroke engines have a 
number of disadvantages for rail traction use, 
including greater fuel consumption, a lower 
thermal/overall efficiency, higher lubricating oil 
consumption, and more complex engine 
cooling arrangements.  On the positive side, 
the fact that there are two power strokes to 
every one in a 4-stroke engine, the 2-stroke 
has a higher power to weight ratio. 
It may well be that where train loads are 
higher, over greater distances, such as in the 
USA, the 2-stroke comes into its own – and in 
the 1950s and 1960s, fuel costs were much 
less of a problem there, than on British 
Railways.  It is worth bearing in mind too, that 
diesel traction was only seen as a stop-gap 
measure before electrification under the 1955 
Modernisation Plan, so perhaps the high power 
to weight ratio did not become a major 
criterion for the design choice. 

British Railways use of 4-stroke engines for 
main line passenger and freight use, made 
much more sense from both an operational 
performance/efficiency perspective, where 
inter-station distances are short, cost 
pressures for fuel would be lower. 
Despite the 500+ 2-stroke designs in use in 
2019, there are still many more passenger and 
freight power units around running on a 4-
stroke cycle – even the unforgiving “Pacer” 
multiple units! 
Comparing power outputs (power to weight 
ratio), each of the designs mentioned here 
show differences, and since the Class 59 and 
66 share the same engine, their power to 
weight ratios are identical at 26.2.  The Class 
67, intended for high-speed services has a 
much higher ratio, at 35.6, which is – curiously 
perhaps only a little more than the 1950s 
“Deltic” design, which comes in at a creditable 
32.4.  Perhaps the less said about the Class 28, 
Metro-Vick Co-Bo the better.  
As a final thought – perhaps the nature of 
intensive mixed passenger and freight 
operations, over what might be short to 
medium distances, is a contributory factor.  
Maybe they are just too powerful for the 
nature of the freight loads running in Britain 
today, and of course, much of the long haul 
routes are electrified, so maybe the market for 
diesels, no matter how fuel efficient the claims, 
just isn’t there. 
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Useful links: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EMD_710  

https://www.progressrail.com/en/engines/locomotiveengines/locomotive.html  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_67  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_28  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_59  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_66 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_55  
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